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1. ABSTRACT

Glomerulonephritis is responsible for nearly 15% of prevalent end-stage renal disease, and many of these patients will receive kidney transplants with the potential for a long duration of allograft survival. Recurrent glomerular disease, however, is not uncommon and can lead to both substantial morbidity and/or loss of the kidney allograft. The timing of recurrence after transplantation as well as the prevalence of recurrent disease vary by study, especially accounting for differences in protocol versus clinically-indicated biopsies, the use of immunofluorescence or electron microscopy in histopathological evaluation, and length of follow-up. Transplant immunosuppression alone may be sufficient to keep some recurrent disease in a subclinical form, whereas other recurrent glomerular diseases may be clinically evident and progress to threaten the allograft. This review highlights the epidemiology, diagnosis, and treatment of five common glomerular diseases that may recur in the transplant: focal and segmental glomerulosclerosis (FSGS), membranous nephropathy (MN), membranoproliferative glomerulonephritis (MPGN), immunoglobulin A nephropathy (IgAN), and lupus nephritis (LN).
2. INTRODUCTION

Glomerulonephritis (GN) is responsible for 6.4% of incident and 14.5% of prevalent end-stage renal disease (ESRD), including transplants, in the United States (U.S. Renal Data System, USRDS 2012 Annual Data Report) and therefore represents a significant burden of disease. Other national registries worldwide report a 10-25% prevalence of GN as the cause of ESRD (1). Although many of these patients, often in a younger demographic group than those with other causes of ESRD, may transiently require dialysis, the ultimate goal for renal replacement therapy in the appropriate surgical candidate is kidney transplantation. Modern surgical techniques and immunosuppression regimens have extended the median half-life for the kidney allograft to 8.8 years for deceased donors and to nearly 12 years for living donors (2). However, recurrent disease in the allograft imposes the potential for early or late allograft loss, further morbidity, and the challenge of finding yet another renal transplant. It has been estimated that 10-20% of patients transplanted for GN will develop a recurrence, and that 50% of those with recurrence will ultimately lose their allograft in long-term follow-up (1). This article will review the major histopathological classes of GN that recur in the allograft, along with the epidemiology, risk factors, diagnostic tests, and therapeutic measures associated with each.

In order for a disease to be identified as recurrent in the allograft, there must be a defined diagnosis in both the native kidney and the allograft. There are a number of patients who initially present with advanced chronic kidney disease (CKD) whose biopsies are non-diagnostic or are never performed. Global glomerulosclerosis, tubular atrophy, and interstitial fibrosis can be end-stage features of a variety of GNs and are therefore non-diagnostic. Although less of a problem, the frequent omission of immunofluorescence (IF) or electron microscopy (EM) studies in routine allograft biopsies may also occasionally overlook early recurrent disease. De novo disease represents GN that appears in the allograft but is a distinct disease from that which caused ESRD in the native kidneys. The diagnosis of de novo disease also rests upon a clear diagnosis in the native kidney.

Rates of recurrence for a particular glomerular disease often vary widely from study to study. One important reason involves the distinction between clinically evident disease and histopathologically-defined recurrence, which can be diagnosed at an earlier time point and in the presence of only mild clinical or subclinical symptoms. Those centers which perform protocol biopsies in all patients tend to pick up recurrent disease early, whereas other centers which perform transplant biopsies according to clinical indication diagnose recurrent disease at later time points. Because each particular subtype of GN is rare, and due to these differences in methodology, it is often a challenge to determine true recurrence rates for each type of GN. Other potential reasons for the discrepancies in rates include differences in data collection (single center studies compared to national or multinational registries); short follow-up period, as many diseases may not recur for years after transplantation; and for certain diseases, the diagnostic criteria used to define recurrence. It must be kept in mind that the ‘disease’ categories as presented below are often only histopathological descriptors, with many potential underlying etiologies. The ability of each specific etiological cause to recur in the allograft is likely to be different.

In a transplant patient who is not scheduled to receive protocol biopsies, disease should be suspected and allograft biopsy considered whenever there is the appearance of urinary abnormalities or change in renal function not easily attributable to hemodynamic factors or doses of calcineurin inhibitors. The origin of proteinuria post-transplantation is not always straightforward (3). Patients with ESRD may have variable amounts of proteinuria prior to transplantation depending on the amount of residual renal function, although the time to normalization of proteinuria after transplantation is on average 3-5 weeks (4, 5). Therefore, proteinuria that is increasing after the first month post-transplant should be assumed to be coming from the transplant. Proteinuria per se does not immediately implicate recurrent disease, as it can also be caused by acute or chronic rejection, sirolimus toxicity, or transplant glomerulopathy. Cellular elements such as red and white blood cells may also signify recurrent GN, but rejection or infection also needs to be carefully considered and ruled out by biopsy and other appropriate measures.

3. INDIVIDUAL DISEASES RECURRENT IN THE KIDNEY ALLOGRAFT

3.1. Focal and segmental glomerulosclerosis

Focal and segmental glomerulosclerosis (FSGS) is not a single disease, but merely a
catch-all pathological descriptor describing segmental scarring in a minority of the glomeruli. It may be primary, genetic, adaptive, or due to exposures such as viral infection or certain medications. In an attempt to better classify the disease, several histopathological variants have been described: collapsing, tip-lesion, cellular, perihilar, and FSGS not-otherwise-specified (6).

It is the primary form of FSGS that is most likely to recur in the kidney allograft. The precise pathogenesis of primary FSGS remains unknown, but there is strong evidence for a circulating “permeability factor” that brings about changes in the structure and function of the glomerular podocyte. The existence of a soluble circulating factor that is freely filtered and acts globally on podocytes explains the nearly complete effacement of podocyte foot processes, virtually identical to the ultrastructural changes seen in minimal change disease. The existence of such a circulating permeability factor also seems to explain why a newly-transplanted kidney can become proteinuric within hours in its new host. Several candidate molecules have been proposed, such as cardiotrophin-like factor (7) and soluble urokinase receptor (8).

### 3.1.1. Epidemiology of recurrent FSGS

FSGS may recur in approximately 30-40% of patients who have been transplanted due to primary FSGS. When limited to those studies focusing on primary FSGS alone or on pediatric populations, the incidence of recurrent FSGS may be as high as 50% (1). Due to the aggressiveness of the primary disease and the young age at which ESRD and the need for transplantation may occur, the burden of recurrent disease is quite large in this population and may occur in sequential allografts in the same patient. If the first kidney allograft is lost to recurrent FSGS, the risk of recurrence in the second graft is on the order of 80-100%. Risk factors are mainly those of severe disease, such as childhood onset, rapid progression from diagnosis to ESRD, heavy proteinuria prior to transplantation, or recurrence of FSGS in a previous allograft.

### 3.1.2. Diagnosis of recurrent FSGS

The hallmark of recurrent FSGS is the rapid onset of heavy proteinuria, averaging two weeks post-transplantation in children, and 7.5 months in adults. In one study that investigated 42 recurrences in 77 pediatric and adult subjects transplanted for primary FSGS, 76% demonstrated evidence of recurrence within 48 hours (9). Early histopathology will show a minimal change-like pattern, with diffuse foot process effacement but few changes on light microscopy (LM) or IF (9, 10). The lesions of FSGS appear to develop over the course of weeks and months of persistent proteinuria, and are more likely to be seen in 3- and 12-month biopsies. Podocyte foot process effacement in post-reperfusion biopsies can be seen within minutes and correlates with early recurrence (11). Later biopsies taken during active recurrent disease will show actual FSGS lesions, suggesting that there is a time course needed for the initial cytoskeletal changes to lead to overt glomerulosclerosis. Recurrence may take the form of the initial variant in approximately 80% of cases, especially for the collapsing and cellular variant of FSGS (10). However, other authors have not seen such as correlation between variant types in the native and transplanted kidney (9).

It is important to understand that other, non-primary forms of FSGS are less likely to recur after transplantation (12). The adaptive form of FSGS due to hyperfiltration-induced injury due to decreased nephron mass relative to body size is unlikely to recur. Inherited forms of FSGS, such as those due to podocin (NPHS2) mutations which appear to cause intrinsic podocyte damage are much less likely to recur after transplantation, as the allograft would not be expected to express the same mutant phenotype (13, 14).

### 3.1.3. Treatment of recurrent FSGS

Despite the fact that FSGS is a leading cause of pediatric kidney failure and that recurrence frequently occurs in the allograft, there is still not a well validated scheme for treatment. Plasmapheresis, to remove immune mediators and the putative permeability factor, has been the mainstay of many treatment regimens, and appears to induce complete or partial remission in 75-85% of cases if performed in the first month after transplantation (13, 15, 16). Remissions may require 8 to 12 pheresis sessions, and a proportion of adult patients with recurrent FSGS may require long term therapy (16). Some investigators have advocated prophylactic plasmapheresis prior to transplantation, while others have not seen a benefit. Immunoabsorption using protein A columns as well as high-dose cyclosporine have also been used effectively (17, 18). Rituximab, often as adjunctive therapy to plasmapheresis, is currently being investigated as a promising therapeutic agent, and has shown benefit in several
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3.2. Membranous nephropathy

Membranous nephropathy (MN) occurs as primary disease in the majority of cases diagnosed in the native kidney. MN may also be secondary to a number of systemic disease processes or exposures, such as systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), hepatitis B infection, malignancy, and use of nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory agents. Only the primary form of recurrent disease will be discussed here; the recurrence of lupus-associated MN will be briefly discussed in the section on recurrent LN.

Prior to discussion of recurrent MN, it is important to highlight the recent findings in primary MN in the native kidney. The long-sought target antigen in adult primary MN was recently identified as the M-type phospholipase A2 receptor (PLA2R), a 180 kDa transmembrane glycoprotein expressed by the glomerular podocyte (20). Autoantibodies to this protein (anti-PLA2R antibodies) can be found in approximately 80% of patients with active disease; the relevant antigen/autoantibody system in the remaining 20% is not currently known. PLA2R-associated MN can also be diagnosed by the enhanced expression of the PLA2R antigen within the immune deposits on biopsy (21-23). Anti-PLA2R is associated with active disease; it is found in the nephrotic state and at relapse, but not during remission. Several studies have shown that changes in anti-PLA2R precede clinical changes as reflected by proteinuria of clinical remission, which hints at the pathogenicity of anti-PLA2R as opposed to its being merely a biomarker.

The natural history of MN in the native kidney is such that one third of patients who undergo spontaneous remission, another third with persistent proteinuria, and a final third who progress to end-stage renal disease. It is not clear if the underlying pathophysiology differs among these groups, and if those who develop ESRD are necessarily more predisposed to an aggressive disease course.

3.2.1. Epidemiology of recurrent MN

Clinically, MN may recur in 10-30% of allografts. However, a recurrence rate as high as 42% has been demonstrated with early surveillance biopsies (24) that have detected the disease in its earliest stages (25). It is not clear that all of these would have led to clinical disease if not treated, although one study shows similarly high recurrence rates in those with protocol biopsies, whose recurrent disease was detected at a median of 4 months after transplantation, and those with clinical evidence of recurrence, who are detected much later at a median of 83 months after transplantation (26). The potential for a very rapid recurrence of MN following transplantation (within the first week) suggests the presence of a circulating factor that may be present at the time of transplantation (27). A leading candidate is the autoantibody to PLA2R described above. Anti-PLA2R has been reported in patients with recurrent MN (28, 29) and its presence at the time of transplantation may increase the risk of developing disease recurrence (30). Other autoantibodies that have been described in primary MN of the native kidney, such as antibodies to superoxide dismutase or aldose reductase (31), have not yet been reported in recurrent MN.

Similar to other GN, it had initially been suggested that patients receiving living-related kidney transplants are at higher risk of recurrence than those who received deceased-donor allografts (32). However, this has not been confirmed by larger, more recent studies, and no additional risk factors for recurrence have been identified (24, 27, 33).

3.2.2. Diagnosis of recurrent MN

Although indications for biopsy vary among transplant centers, it is reasonable to biopsy any transplant recipient with a history of MN who develops a persistent increase in proteinuria. Diagnosis, as in native disease, is made by the finding of GBM thickening, often with spikes and craters on Jones' stain, with a fine granular capillary loop pattern of IgG and C3 staining. When EM is performed on the allograft biopsy, there may or may not be electron dense subepithelial deposits. Examining protocol biopsies, Rodriguez and colleagues have described stage 0 deposits – absent or miniscule electron dense deposits in the presence of IgG staining on IF (25). An additional tool that may help distinguish recurrent MN from de novo disease (often associated with chronic humoral rejection) is the presence of PLA2R within the immune deposits (29, 34). One group found that the presence of PLA2R within deposits has a sensitivity of 83% and specificity of 92% for recurrent MN (34).

Clinical manifestations of recurrent MN are most often observed 13-15 months after transplantation although they may be observed much earlier (within weeks) (24, 27, 35). The most common
clinical manifestation is proteinuria, the degree of which may vary on presentation between only minimally elevated to fully nephrotic-range. Protein excretion is often lower among those with recurrent MN detected by protocol biopsy and without overt signs or symptoms of disease (24, 27). In one study, proteinuria was 0.3 g/d when disease was detected by protocol biopsy at a median of 4 months after transplantation vs. 4.4 g/d when detected clinically at a median of 83 months after transplantation (26). Progression of proteinuria is common even among patients with mild or no proteinuria on presentation. GFR is typically normal at presentation but often decreases with progression of disease.

### 3.2.3. Treatment of recurrent MN

Recurrent disease can lead to loss of the allograft (36, 37), emphasizing the need to identify and potentially treat patients early in their disease course. In the largest study to date, including 81 renal transplant recipients with MN on biopsy of their native kidney, the incidence of allograft loss at 10 years due to recurrent disease was 12.5% (37). Patients with recurrent MN may have intrinsically more aggressive disease since they already represent the minority of MN patients whose disease in the native kidney has led to ESRD, and since their disease has recurred in spite of transplant immunosuppression. Initial therapy should be supportive, with the use of renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system (RAAS) inhibitors, optimization of blood pressure control, and diuretics if necessary. This may be all that is necessary for mild proteinuria, although frequent reassessment is necessary, since proteinuria may increase with duration of active disease (25).

For those with heavy proteinuria and/ or worsening renal function from recurrent MN, rituximab is currently considered the first line agent. The standard doses of cyclosporine, tacrolimus, and mycophenolate mofetil (MMF) used for immunosuppression after transplantation do not seem to protect against or change the course of recurrent disease (38, 39). There are no large clinical trials to guide therapy in recurrent MN and therefore much of the clinical experience with rituximab is anecdotal. In one series, eight patients with recurrent MN and nephrotic range proteinuria were treated with two 1g doses of rituximab (24). Six had entered remission by 12 months, although one had relapsed by 24 months. Post-treatment biopsies showed evidence of partial resolution of the disease process, with resorption of electron dense immune deposits and negative staining for C3 and IgG in a number of the biopsies. Rituximab has also stabilized or reduced proteinuria in two other small series of recurrent MN (26, 27).

The optimal dose of rituximab for recurrent MN is not known, as dosing regimens used for native MN (two doses of 1g given two weeks apart or 4 weekly doses of 375 mg/m²) may cause significant immunosuppression or other toxic effects among patients who are already on transplant immunosuppression (40). Lower doses of rituximab may be equally effective at depleting B cells in this transplant population, but no studies have examined such low-dose therapy for the treatment of recurrent MN. All other transplant immunosuppressive agents are continued and in general dose reduction is not necessary. The clinical response to rituximab may be delayed for months, especially if the patient has already developed nephrotic-range proteinuria and well-established subepithelial deposits by electron microscopy. With the availability of clinical testing for anti-PLA2R, serological monitoring of anti-PLA2R levels may represent an earlier biomarker of immunological response in those patients with PLA2R-associated recurrent MN (41).

Among transplanted patients who do not respond to rituximab, cytotoxic agents such as cyclophosphamide may be cautiously used for the treatment of recurrent MN. If such therapy is considered, antimetabolic agents such as MMF or azathioprine should be discontinued and patients should be followed closely for bone marrow suppression, infection, and malignancy. There are no rigorous studies that have examined the effect of cyclophosphamide or chlorambucil in recurrent MN (35).

### 3.3. Membranoproliferative glomerulonephritis

Just like FSGS and MN, MPGN represents a histopathologic pattern of injury rather than a specific diagnosis. The classification of subtypes of MPGN have recently been updated to better emphasize underlying cause (42), although much of the literature on recurrence is based on the older classification scheme, which was defined by the ultrastructural location of the immune deposits. MPGN-I had primarily subendothelial deposits, MPGN-II (now known as dense-deposit disease; DDD) had very electron dense intramembranous deposits, and the rarer entity of MPGN-III had evidence of both subendothelial and subepithelial deposits. The
current classification relies on IF microscopy to assess the presence of immunoglobulin (Ig) and the complement component C3. Cases associated with chronic infection, autoimmune disease, monoclonal gammopathies or paraproteinemias typically exhibit an Ig+ C3+ pattern, whereas MPGN involving dysregulation of the complement system (such as DDD and C3 GN) lack Ig by IF (Ig- C3+). Other forms of MPGN such as that due to endothelial injury from malignant hypertension or calcineurin inhibitors may lack both Ig and C3. We will focus on the primary or idiopathic forms of MPGN and DDD in this review; other forms of MPGN may recur in the transplant, such as that due to lupus (see below), infection with hepatitis C, monoclonal gammopathies, or various causes of thrombotic microangiopathy (35).

3.3.1. Epidemiology of recurrent MPGN

The specific etiologic cause of MPGN likely influences the likelihood of recurrence, and therefore estimates of recurrence rates are unreliable, as various subtypes have been lumped together in previous reports on recurrence as well as treatment. The 5-year allograft survival in the broad category of MPGN is poorer than in other high-risk glomerular disorders (43), but may vary somewhat depending on the subtype of disease. Patients with type I MPGN and DDD have a younger median age at transplantation than for many other glomerular disorders, and thus recurrent disease assumes a larger magnitude of disease burden, similar to recurrent FSGS (44). In this cohort, recurrent disease was found to be the cause of allograft failure in 14.5% of type I MPGN, but 29.5% cases of DDD. The 5-year allograft survival in the setting of recurrent DDD is only 50% (45). Others have found a similar overall 5-year allograft survival of 50% in a cohort of 75 pediatric patients (46), although only a proportion were felt to have lost their allograft due to recurrent disease.

Although the specific underlying etiology of MPGN / DDD appears to affect the recurrence rate, the severity of the disease in native kidney is also another important predictor; crescentic disease tends to have a higher recurrence rate in the allograft (47). Moroni and colleagues (48) found that both long-term patient and graft survival were similar in patients who were transplanted for ESRD due to MPGN vs. other causes of kidney failure. However, recurrent MPGN, which occurred in approximately one quarter of the patients, was associated with graft loss in 56%. Patients with recurrence were younger at the onset of disease in their native kidneys, and tended to have low C3 after transplantation.

3.3.2. Diagnosis of recurrent MPGN

Due to a high rate of recurrence and its associated morbidity, especially for DDD, transplant recipients should be followed closely for manifestations of recurrent disease, which presents as hematuria with sub-nephrotic or nephrotic proteinuria in the first year after transplantation (49), often with worsened allograft function. Biopsy will show the MPGN lesion, although there is lack of specificity, since an MPGN pattern can also be seen due to established transplant glomerulopathy or a chronic thrombotic microangiopathy due to transplant medications (1). IF and EM analysis is necessary to look for evidence of discrete electron dense deposits consisting of immunoglobulin and/ or complement factors. Endothelial injury, mesangial interposition, and duplication of the GBM may be seen in all forms of recurrent and de novo MPGN, and thus are not as specific in the allograft biopsy.

3.3.3. Treatment of recurrent MPGN

Little data exists as to whether intensification of existing transplant immunosuppression or provision of adjuvant therapy will alter the course of recurrent MPGN. Studies are limited by the disparate etiologies of underlying disease, and thus transplant nephrologists must individualize treatment based on current understanding of disease pathophysiology. Anecdotal reports suggest that recurrent primary MPGN may respond to cyclophosphamide or high dose mycophenolate but overall results are disappointing (35). Plasmapheresis is of equivocal benefit as well. Rituximab has been tried in several cases to inhibit production of C3 nephritic factor, but often without avail. Eculizumab, a humanized monoclonal antibody that inhibits the terminal complement pathway, has stabilized the disease process in several reports, but cannot be withdrawn without re-exacerbating the disease process (50, 51).

3.4. Immunoglobulin A nephropathy

IgA nephropathy (IgAN) is the most common primary GN worldwide. It is characterized histopathologically by diffuse mesangial deposits consisting of IgA associated with mesangial hypercellularity. Recent research has shown that these deposits often consist of IgA1 molecules that carry galactose-deficient O-linked glycan chains in their hinge region (52). The deposits may also contain autoantibodies (which can be IgG, IgA, or IgM) to this abnormally glycosylated IgA1 molecule, in addition to C3 and properdin (35, 52). Biopsy-proven IgAN may lead to ESRD in 30-50% of patients after 25 years of follow up, although this is likely
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... a significant overestimate, as many patients with subclinical, mild disease are never biopsied. In some Asian populations, the disease is so common that a significant proportion of donor kidneys will have evidence of pre-existing IgAN (53). For patients that require renal replacement therapy, transplantation is the treatment of choice (35, 52).

3.4.1. Epidemiology of recurrent IgAN

Similar to other recurrent GN, rates of recurrent IgAN differ according to whether biopsies are performed by protocol or by clinical indication. Fifty to sixty percent of patients will experience a histologic recurrence of the disease if protocol biopsies are obtained (54, 55) but many of these may never have come to clinical attention. Recurrent IgAN was initially thought to be a relatively benign disease, but this view has changed more recently as longer follow-up data have become available. A review of 11 retrospective studies that included 1200 patients with an average follow up of 5 years (55) revealed that 13% of the patients had some graft dysfunction related to disease recurrence, and only 5% lost their graft. During the first years after transplantation, graft and patient survival in IgAN appears to be superior to other glomerular diseases as well as other transplant patients and other causes for allograft nephropathy (55).

In another contemporary review (39) that summarized data from 16 different studies (including Asian populations with potentially more aggressive clinical disease), recurrence rates ranged from 13%-50%, with a 2-16% risk of graft loss 5-10 years post-transplant. Others have documented a 10 year graft survival in patients with recurrent IgAN that was similar when compared to that in other renal diseases (56). However, there is a significant amount of evidence showing that with even longer follow up, graft survival in patients with recurrence of IgAN might in fact be worse, ranging from 9.7%-13% graft loss after 10 years of follow up (37, 57, 58). A recent single center Italian study compared 190 transplanted IgAN patients to 380 non-diabetic control transplant recipients and demonstrated a 10% lower graft survival in the IgAN patients after 15 years of follow up (59). The risk of recurrence in a second allograft in patients with prior graft loss due to IgAN is significant with high reported rates of graft loss (25%-60%) (39, 55, 60). However, a recently-published retrospective review of 33 patients with second transplant due to primary disease recurrence, 75% of the patients with IgAN had no significant graft dysfunction more than ten years following their second transplant (61). This may suggest that patients with graft loss due to recurrent IgAN should be still considered for re-transplantation.

Multiple risk factors for IgAN recurrence in the allograft have been identified over the years. The current consensus in the literature is that younger recipient age and rapid progression of native disease increase the risk for recurrence, whereas the presence of proteinuria and elevated creatinine are associated with shortened graft survival (35, 55, 56, 62, 63). The presence of crescents and/or fibrinoid necrosis on allograft biopsy has also been shown to negatively impact graft survival (59, 63). In an Asian population with a relatively high proportion of subclinical IgAN in the general population, Moriyama and colleagues studied the role of latent IgA deposits from the donor kidney as a risk factor for IgA recurrence (53). This study demonstrated a significantly higher prevalence of latent deposits in the recurrent IgAN group (38.5%) than in the non-recurrent group (9.1%) as well as an increased incidence of graft loss in those patients (53). Data from more than 1200 IgAN transplanted patients in the Eurotransplant registry demonstrated a worse 10 year graft survival in IgAN patients carrying the HLA-B8, DR3 haplotype (64). A Japanese study (62) failed to show a correlation between HLA haplotype and IgAN recurrence per se, but similar to the previous report, also demonstrated a worse 10 year graft survival in patients carrying the HLA-B8 and DR3 haplotype. The role of HLA haplotype as a risk factor for recurrent IgAN remains controversial at this point.

The relationship between the risk of IgA recurrence and the donor type (living related vs. non-related) also remains unresolved in the literature. Although the impact of living related donor was previously reported as having a negative effect on graft survival (65), most of the studies failed to demonstrate a significant difference (35, 39, 55, 57, 59, 63). However, since familial IgA nephropathy carries a significantly increased risk for end stage renal disease, even minor urinary abnormality in a related donor should be evaluated by kidney biopsy prior to transplant.

3.4.2. Diagnosis of recurrent IgAN

Recurrent IgA nephropathy usually manifests itself clinically as persistent microscopic hematuria as well as proteinuria that can exceed 0.5 g/day but will more often remain below this level. Histologic recurrence of IgAN requires not only mesangial deposits of IgA, but also evidence of a mesangio proliferative GN. Occasionally, recurrent
IgAN can present as a crescentic GN, which carries a significantly worse prognosis in terms of allograft survival (35, 52, 55, 59). The diagnostic or prognostic role of glycan-specific IgG and IgA antibodies that recognize the undergalactosylated IgA1 molecule remains untested in recurrent IgAN.

### 3.4.3. Treatment of recurrent IgAN

There is currently no effective therapy for the prevention and/or treatment of recurrent IgAN (35, 39). Although initially promising, some of the newer agents for transplant immunosuppression such as MMF, originally thought to slow progression to graft failure in recurrent IgAN, have failed to demonstrate any significant benefit (39, 55). Induction with anti-thymocyte globulin has been associated with a significant decrease in the recurrence rate of IgAN in one study (66) and the use of steroids in the transplant immunosuppression regimen has also been strongly associated with decreased risk of recurrence (67). Based on previous reports of the efficacy of tonsillectomy in conjunction with steroids in native disease (68), a randomized trial demonstrated that tonsillectomy alone was an effective treatment for persistent proteinuria in patients with recurrent IgA nephropathy (69). Such a strategy remains controversial, especially in a US population. RAAS blockade with ACE inhibitors or angiotensin receptor blockers, a well-established treatment for reducing proteinuria and controlling blood pressure in patients with native IgAN, is a reasonable therapeutic approach for IgAN recurrence in the allograft (35, 52, 70).

### 3.5. Lupus nephritis

Despite the significant improvement in management of LN for the last few decades, 10-30% of patients with severe LN will progress to ESRD, with renal injury being one of the most significant predictors of mortality in patients with SLE (71). In the early era of renal transplantation, LN patients that developed ESRD were managed on chronic dialysis and renal transplantation was avoided, mainly for the concern of rapid destruction of the renal allograft by the immune complex depositions. This approach changed significantly followed by the publication of the Renal Transplant Registry Report (72) that documented similar graft survival rates in renal transplant recipients with SLE compared to other non-diabetic causes of ESRD.

#### 3.5.1. Epidemiology of recurrent LN

The frequency and clinical significance of recurrent LN in the kidney allograft varies considerably. An early review of the literature reported a recurrence rate of 2.7-3.8% in a total of 366 allografts transplanted at multiple centers (73). Only 5.7% of the patients experienced clinical symptoms of extra-renal lupus, and 11.1% had positive serologies. Other studies reported similarly low recurrence rates of 2-3% (74, 75), whereas some have demonstrated much higher rates (76-80). Some of this discrepancy is due to the increased use of IF and EM, in addition to light microscopy, for analysis of the transplant biopsy, as studies using these modalities to detect recurrent disease report rates in the 20-50% range (78-80). All types of LN may recur in the allograft, including class V (membranous) LN, although the milder mesangio proliferative forms tend to predominate (76, 79).

Most cases of recurrent LN will not result in loss of the allograft, with only 4-9.1% of graft failure attributed to recurrence of LN (74, 75, 80-82). Cohorts that include a higher percentage of class IV LN in the native kidney appear to have higher overall relative risks for allograft failure (75), although only 7% of these were considered due to recurrent LN and most were due to rejection. Both recurrent LN and chronic rejection are clearly major risk factors for allograft loss in this population (76). Factors identified as risk factors for recurrent disease are female gender, black non-Hispanic race, and age less than 33 years (75, 76). Patients with anti-phospholipid antibodies are at increased risk of thrombotic complications, graft loss, as well as higher rates of recurrent LN (77, 78, 83-85).

#### 3.5.2. Diagnosis of recurrent LN

Recurrent LN tends to be a relatively benign disease, often clinically apparent only as mild proteinuria and microscopic hematuria, and rarely with systemic manifestations such as arthritis or cutaneous lesions (78, 81). There is minimal evidence to support positive serologies as diagnostic of recurrent LN (74, 79, 83). Anti-nuclear and anti-double stranded DNA antibodies may be positive post-transplantation but do not necessarily indicate recurrent LN (77, 79, 83).

The histologic features of recurrent LN are predominantly mesangial deposits (class I or II LN) that can develop at any time from 6 days to one decade post-transplant (74, 76, 79, 80). IF of the allograft biopsy will usually demonstrate polyclonal staining for IgG, IgM, C1q and C3, with evidence of subendothelial and mesangial deposits by EM, similar to the findings typical of LN in the native kidney (73, 79, 80).
3.5.3. Treatment of recurrent LN
The recommended immunosuppressive treatment for patients transplanted for LN does not differ from the standard transplant immunosuppression protocols. Azathioprine, MMF, and calcineurin inhibitors have been successfully used to treat LN (81, 85, 86). The favorable response to treatment of recurrent LN with pulse steroid therapy as well as increased doses of MMF is consistent with the fact that most of the cases of recurrent disease are mild (80). Of note, Burgos and colleagues have demonstrated a protective effect of azathioprine, as well as negative effect of tacrolimus, with regard to the development of recurrent LN (76), although no effect on allograft or patient survival was shown.

4. SUMMARY AND PERSPECTIVES
Recurrent glomerular disease may occur any time from days to years after transplantation, and is often associated with worse outcome in terms of allograft survival. Recurrent primary FSGS, type I MPGN, and DDD appear to have the most aggressive course, followed by recurrent MN, IgAN, and LN. Although not discussed here, small vessel vasculitis and anti-GBM nephritis may also recur in the allograft in a small proportion of cases. Transplant nephrologists need to be aware of the potential of recurrence, early or late, in those with known or suspected glomerular disease that led to ESRD in the native kidney. Future research into the pathogenesis of specific glomerular disorders as well as related biomarkers will have an important impact on the diagnosis and prognosis of recurrent disease. It is hoped that a future emphasis on disease-specific therapy, rather than on generalized immunosuppression, will allow the precise targeting of recurrent glomerular disease without negatively impacting infection risk or alloimmunity to the transplanted organ.
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